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ing powerful systems for examining the evolutionary processes underlying biological
diversity. In this study, we characterized patterns of genomic and phenotypic variation resulting from hybridization between divergent intraspecific lineages of the
Neotropical red-eyed treefrog (Agalychnis callidryas). We found genetic evidence of
a newly discovered contact zone and phenotypic novelty in leg colour—a trait suspected to play a role in mediating assortative mating in this species. Analysis of hybrid ancestry revealed an abundance of later-generation Fn individuals, suggesting
persistence of hybrids in the contact zone. Hybrids are predominantly of southern
ancestry but are phenotypically more similar to northern populations. Genome-wide
association mapping revealed QTL with measurable effects on leg-colour variation,
but further work is required to dissect the architecture of this trait and establish
causal links. Further, genomic cline analyses indicated substantial variation in patterns of introgression across the genome. Directional introgression of loci associated
with different aspects of leg colour are inherited from each parental lineage, creating a distinct hybrid colour pattern. We show that hybridization can generate new
phenotypes, revealing the evolutionary processes that potentially underlie patterns
of phenotypic diversity in this iconic polytypic frog. Our study is consistent with a
role of hybridization and sexual selection in lineage diversification, evolutionary processes that have been implicated in accelerating divergence in the most phenotypically diverse species.
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

Grant, 1981; Harrison, 1990; Mallet, 2005; Nolte et al., 2009). For
decades, studies on hybrid zones have provided insights into the

Genetic exchange between differentiated lineages (i.e., hybrid-

basis and process of speciation (Barton & Hewitt, 1985; Harrison

ization) is an important evolutionary process that can promote

& Larson, 2016; Hewitt, 2001). Hybrid zones are also relevant for

or constrain adaptation and speciation (Abbott et al., 2016;

understanding adaptation because gene flow between divergent

Anderson & Stebbins, 1954; Arnold, 1997; Gompert et al., 2012;

lineages can facilitate sharing of adaptive alleles (Arnold, 2006;

Molecular Ecology. 2020;00:1–15.
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Fitzpatrick et al., 2009) or provide novel gene combinations that

examples of novel hybrid phenotypes evolving via sexual selection

promote adaptation by generating new phenotypes for selection

are limited (but see Jiggins et al., 2001; Medina et al., 2013; Melo

to act upon (Ebersbach et al., 2020; Mallet, 2007; Mavárez &

et al., 2009). This bias may be due to a historical focus on the conse-

Linares, 2008; Seehausen & Schluter, 2004). Increasing accessi-

quences of hybridization between divergent species, whereas sexual

bility of population genomic data provides an exciting opportunity

selection is predicted to be most prevalent when taxa are at an in-

to examine the genomic patterns underlying hybridization and

termediate stage of divergence (Arnold et al., 1996). Thus, examining

its role in these fundamental evolutionary processes (Gompert

hybridizing intraspecific lineages can improve our understanding of

et al., 2017).

the role of sexual selection in facilitating introgression and the evo-

Studies of hybrid zones in the genomic era typically focus on

lution of phenotypic diversity.

identifying heterogeneous patterns of introgression across the

Red-eyed treefrog populations exhibit substantial phenotypic

genome (Harrison & Larson, 2016; Ravinet et al., 2017). Because

variation across a broad, primarily central American distribution

hybrid zones constitute a semipermeable barrier to gene flow,

(Duellman, 2001), as well as microgeographic variation among pop-

they provide a unique opportunity to test combinations of gen-

ulations in Costa Rica and Panama. Many of the traits known to

otypes from divergent lineages (Harrison & Larson, 2014). The

differ among red-eyed treefrog populations are social signals that

distribution of genotypic variation in hybrid zones is directly in-

probably evolved via sexual selection, including body size and colour

fluenced by natural selection and can therefore be used to iden-

pattern of flanks and legs (Robertson & Greene, 2017; Robertson &

tify genomic regions associated with adaptation or reproductive

Robertson, 2008), male advertisement call and female courtship be-

isolation (Baack & Rieseberg, 2007; Hedrick, 2013). Patterns of

havior (Akopyan et al., 2018), and skin peptides (Davis et al., 2016).

introgression are also shaped by recombination, which determines

Along the Caribbean coast of Costa Rica and Panama, red-eyed

the extent to which selection affects neutral loci linked to casual

treefrog populations exhibit high levels of phenotypic differentiation

variants (Martin et al., 2019). Linkage among loci permits detect-

despite low genetic divergence (Robertson et al., 2009; Robertson &

ing patterns of introgression by examining loci linked to causal

Zamudio, 2009). All red-eyed treefrogs found in northeastern Costa

variants, without knowledge of true causal variants. Genomic

Rica have blue legs (northern phenotype; Figure 1; sites 1–4), while

regions with restricted levels of introgression compared to the

individuals at the border of eastern Costa Rica and Panama have

genome-wide average may be linked to loci associated with repro-

multicolour legs (blue and red; southern phenotype; Figure 1; sites

ductive isolation, whereas regions with enhanced introgression

9–11). Previous work based on microsatellite analysis showed that

might be associated with universally adaptive variants (Harrison

the two colour morphs also represent two genetic demes, with evi-

& Larson, 2016; Payseur, 2010). However, differential introgres-

dence of admixture between them, particularly at sampling bound-

sion among loci need not be a result of selection but can also re-

aries (Figure 1 site 4 vs. 9; Robertson et al., 2009). These patterns

sult from stochastic processes (Fitzpatrick et al., 2009; Gompert

suggest a role for both gene flow and selection in mediating pheno-

et al., 2012). A more powerful method for distinguishing the signa-

typic diversification among red-eyed treefrog populations.

ture of selection is the combined analysis of the genetic and phe-

In June 2015, we discovered and sampled a centrally located

notypic consequences of hybridization, with a focus on divergent

region in Costa Rica between the previously described northern

phenotypes that are putatively involved in adaptation or repro-

and southern sites. This putative contact zone includes four sam-

ductive isolation.

pling localities (Figure 1; sites 5–8), each containing multiple phe-

The introgression of alleles across a hybrid zone can be (and often

notypes: blue legs (as in the north), red/blue legs (as in the south),

is) asymmetric, whereby traits and their associated genes transition

and a predominant intermediate purple-leg morph. The discovery of

more extensively from one parental population into another than in

this polymorphic region containing novel phenotypes presents the

the opposite direction (Harrison & Larson, 2016). Many examples of

opportunity to examine the evolutionary processes that facilitate

asymmetric introgression come from hybrid-zone studies examining

phenotypic and genetic divergence. To explore the role of hybrid-

traits involved in local adaptation (Bay & Ruegg, 2017; Lamichhaney

ization in lineage diversification in red-eyed treefrogs, we char-

et al., 2015; Pardo-Diaz et al., 2012; Racimo et al., 2015; Walsh

acterize patterns of phenotypic and genomic variation across this

et al., 2018). Traits evolving via sexual selection, on the other hand,

newly discovered contact zone. We use genome-wide sampling of

are typically thought to promote reproductive isolation and are

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) identified within restric-

therefore expected to restrict introgression (Bridle & Butlin, 2002).

tion site-associated DNA (RAD) tags to estimate population genetic

However, adaptive introgression of sexual traits across species

structure and hybrid ancestry. We also quantify and compare leg

boundaries has been observed, for instance, due to mate prefer-

colour across the contact zone, perform a genome-wide association

ence or competition (Lipshutz et al., 2019; Stein & Uy, 2006; While

study to identify genetic variants statistically associated with leg

et al., 2015). A consequence of such introgression is the generation of

colour variation, and determine whether loci associated with colour

hybrid phenotypes not present in either parental population, which

pattern exhibit exceptional patterns of introgression. This work is an

can provide novel adaptive potential for hybrid genotypes. Ecological

important step for the interpretation of the historical processes that

adaptation of novel hybrid phenotypes is well demonstrated (Lexer

may have led to these patterns of genetic and phenotypic diversity

et al., 2003; Pereira et al., 2014; Stelkens & Seehausen, 2009), but

as well as their evolutionary consequences.
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F I G U R E 1 Population sampling
of Agalychnis callidryas in Costa Rica
and Panama. Pins indicate population
localities. Digital drawings of the posterior
aspect of frog legs show a simplified
version of the geographic variation and
distribution in colour pattern. Redeyed treefrogs found in the north have
blue legs (sites 1–4), while individuals
from the south have multicolour legs
(blue/red; sites 9–11). The contact
zone between the north and the south
includes four sampling localities (sites
5–8). These populations each contain
multiple phenotypes: blue legs (as in the
north), red/blue legs (as in the south),
and an intermediate purple leg morph.
Actual photographs of frog legs shown in
Figure 2

TA B L E 1

Sample size and location for each sampling site

Region

Site

North

Contact Zone

South

Site name

Province, country

n (colour)

n (SNP)

1

Tilarán

Guanacaste, CR

16

5

2

La Selva

Heredia, CR

26

10

n (GWAS)

Latitude

Longitude

0

10.51622

−84.96017

15a

10.43281

−84.00807

3

EARTH University

Limón, CR

0

5

0

10.23685

−83.56718

4

Guayacan

Limón, CR

0

10

0

10.01343

−83.56513

5

Liverpool

Limón, CR

20

20

20

9.92806

−83.17503

6

Bananito

Limón, CR

40

30

30

9.82970

−83.05202

7

Armenia

Limón, CR

20

20

20

9.74051

−83.00606

8

Dandiri

Limón, CR

20

20

20

9.71153

−82.85757

Cahuita

Limón, CR

0

9

0

9.71898

−82.81483

10

9

Manzanillo

Limón, CR

19

10

10

9.63322

−82.65567

11

Almirante

Bocas del Toro, PA

9.19802

−82.34455

12

9

8

n = 173

n = 148

n = 123

Note: See Figure 1 for site location on map.
a

Includes n = 10 individuals assigned a population average from nongenotyped individuals.

2 | M ATE R I A L S A N D M E TH O DS
2.1 | Sampling

during the breeding season (May–August). We captured and took
digital photographs of adult frogs, which were later scored for colour
pattern (described below). Toe clips were also collected and stored
in 100% ethanol for use in genetic analyses. All frogs were released

We genotyped 148 individuals from 11 sites and measured colour

at their capture site. Animal handling procedures were approved by

pattern in 173 individuals from eight sites throughout Costa Rica

the Animal Care and Use Committee at California State University,

and Panama. A total of 113 individuals from seven sites had both

Northridge (IACUC 1415-007a).

genotype and phenotype data. Tissue samples and photographs
from northern and southern populations were previously sampled
by Robertson et al. (2009). Sampling sites included in this study can

2.2 | Quantifying phenotypic variation

be seen in Figure 1, and site information including sampling sizes are
detailed in Table 1. In 2015, we haphazardly sampled an additional

We measured phenotypic variation in red-eyed treefrog leg col-

100 individuals from four contact-zone sites (n = 20–30 per site)

our using digital photographs of 173 individuals, including 73

4
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F I G U R E 2 Colour similarity analysis
of leg colour. (a) Dendrogram based on
cluster analysis of the colour distance
matrix clustered by similarity using χ2
distance in colordistance. Branch lengths
are proportional to the χ2 distances
between sites. Images of frog legs depict
a representative individual from each
sampling site, and colour histograms
show the proportion of pixels in each
of eight colour bins averaged for each
site. Histogram bins are coloured by the
average colour of the pixels in each bin. (b)
Heatmaps of the colour distance matrix
where dark blue is more similar, and
magenta is more dissimilar. (c) Scatterplot
summarizing patterns of leg-colour
variation based on a principal component
analysis of the percent of pixels in colour
bins. Points denote individuals and are
coloured based on site locality

individuals from four previously studied populations and 100 in-

2.3 | DNA extraction and library preparation

dividuals from the four contact-zone sites. All frogs were photographed indoors on a grey background using a Canon PowerShot

DNA was extracted from toe clips using a DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit

SX160 digital camera fit with a 16x optical zoom lens (28–35 mm).

(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) generally following the manufacturer's in-

We first imported photographs of each frog into Adobe Photoshop

structions, but modified as described below. We added 4 μl of 1 mg/

CC v. 18.0.0 (San Jose, CA) to correct for ambient light by reference

ml RNase A to each sample after lysis to remove RNA contamination.

to a black-white-grey standard placed in each photo (QPcard 101)

DNA was eluted in 60 μl of AE buffer to maximize concentration.

and cropped images to only include the posterior surface of the

DNA was quantified using a Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (ThermoFisher,

thigh where colour pattern varies (Robertson & Robertson, 2008).

Waltham, MA), and the quality was assessed by visualization on an

Images were then loaded into R (v. 3.5.2) using package colordis-

agarose gel. Two RAD libraries were prepared following the protocol

tance (Weller & Westneat, 2019), which treats images as a set of

outlined in Ali et al. (2016) using 50 ng of input DNA from each indi-

three-dimensional points, where each pixel is a coordinate in RGB

vidual. Each library was sequenced on one lane of an Illumina HiSeq

(red, green, and blue) colour space. Pixel coordinates were binned,

4000 (2 × 150 bp paired end).

and the resulting data included an RGB triplet and percent of pixels
for each of eight bins for each individual. To compare leg colour
among our eight sampled sites, we calculated an average distribu-

2.4 | Quality filtering and SNP calling

tion for each site and generated a colour distance matrix using the
χ2 method of comparing histogram distributions in colordistance.

Raw reads were flipped to salvage the reads that were read in the

We conducted a principal component analysis to visualize and infer

wrong direction (i.e., reads that started with the enzyme cut site

patterns of leg-colour variation among regions based on the per-

on the reverse read instead of the forward read) using a custom

cent values for the eight bins, and conducted a discriminant func-

perl script. PCR clones were identified and removed by comparing

tion analysis to test whether region of origin is predicted for each

paired-end reads with the clone_filter program from the Stacks (v.

individual based on the percentage of pixels in each of the colour

1.34) pipeline (Catchen et al., 2013). Next, we used process_rad-

bins in R (v. 3.5.2).

tags in Stacks to discard low-quality reads (phred quality score

|
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<10; 0.7% of reads removed) and reads with ambiguous barcodes

5

the maximum value of ΔK following the Evanno method (Evanno

or RAD cut sites (0.8% of reads removed). The remaining 98.5%

et al., 2005), implemented in

of reads were demultiplexed to produce fastq files for each indi-

Alignment of cluster assignments across replicate analyses was then

vidual. All reads from the 148 individuals were pooled and used for

conducted in clumpp v. 1.1.2 (Jakobsson & Rosenberg, 2007).

a de novo assembly in ustacks. The minimum depth of coverage

structure harvester

(Earl, 2012).

We further quantified population structure and examined ge-

required to create a stack (i.e., an identical set of sequences) was

netic admixture using

set to three (-m option). The maximum number of pairwise differ-

Bayesian method similar to the admixture model implemented in

ences allowed between any two stacks within a locus (i.e., contig)

structure

was set to four (-M option).

more complex model for estimating the proportion of ancestry of a

entropy

(v. 1.2) (Gompert et al., 2014), a

that deals with uncertainty in genotypes and includes a

Because we lacked a reference genome, we assembled a partial

set of individuals from contributing populations. To determine the

de novo pseudo-reference genome using the catalogue of all loci

ancestry of the putative red-eyed treefrog hybrids in the contact

across all populations generated by Stacks with a custom perl script

zone, we estimated the fraction of loci that combine ancestry from

(as in Gompert et al., 2014), requiring a minimum of N = 74 depth

these two parental populations in Entropy (interpopulation ancestry,

(i.e., half of the individuals in our data set must have that stack). We

denoted Q12). We fit the model with k = 2 source populations, as we

then aligned all sequenced reads to this pseudo-reference genome

were interested in two divergent lineages and their hybrids, and ran

using the aln and samse algorithms in BWA v. 0.7.15-r1142 (Li &

MCMC chain with 10,000 steps, a burnin of 2,000 iterations, and a

Durbin, 2009). We allowed for a maximum edit distance of five, with

thinning interval of four.

a read trimming parameter of 10, the seed set to 20, and a maxi-

To determine whether the system represents primary (no his-

mum edit distance in the seed of two. We used samtools v. 1.3.1 (Li

tory of geographic isolation) or secondary (contact after isolation)

et al., 2009) to compress, sort and index the individual alignments.

divergence with gene flow, we quantified patterns of gene flow and

Next, we identified SNPs from the sequence data by calculating the

isolation-by-distance among lineages using two complementary ap-

Bayesian posterior probability that each nucleotide was variable

proaches. First, we fit a Bayesian linear mixed model to determine

with

v. 1.3.1. When identifying variants, we

whether genetic differences between populations were best ex-

used the full prior with θ set to 0.001 and designated genetic vari-

plained by geographic distances, boundaries between nominal lin-

ants at nucleotide sites where we had sequence data for at least 80%

eages (north and south), or both (as in Gompert et al., 2014). We ran

of the sampled individuals and where the posterior probability of

a Bayesian regression analysis based on the mixed model framework

the sequence data under a null model that the nucleotide was in-

to account for the correlated error structure inherent in pairwise ob-

variant was <0.01. We further filtered our data to remove sequence

servations such as genetic distances. We fit a model for logit-trans-

reads with low depth of coverage (<2× per individual) or a minor

formed FST as a function of log geographic distance (great circle

allele frequency less than 0.5%. Finally, we used the resulting VCF

distance) and taxon distance (defined as 0 for populations from the

file to estimate posterior genotype probabilities from genotype

same nominal lineage and one for populations from different nom-

likelihoods and an allele frequency prior assuming Hardy-Weinberg

inal lineages) using MCMC via the rjags (v. 4.8) interface with JAGS

equilibrium, then called genotypes at variants with data from at least

(v. 4.3). Full models were compared to models with only geographic

five individuals using a custom perl script. We used the posterior

or taxon distance using deviance information criterion (DIC). We ran

mean genotype as a point estimate for genotypes based on the

three chains for each model, each with 10,000 iterations, a 2,000

posterior genotype probabilities obtained from a population allele

iteration burnin, and a thinning interval of five.

samtools

and

bcftools

frequency model. Input files and scripts are available at https://doi.
org/10.6084/m9.figshare.11923017.v2.

We also estimated relative effective migration rates among the
populations based on a population allele frequency covariance matrix, which we calculated from all 58,697 SNPs using the program

2.5 | Population structure, hybrid ancestry, and
gene flow

eems v. 0.0.0.9 (Petkova et al., 2016). This method identifies regions
in space with low or high gene flow relative to a simple two-dimensional stepping-stone isolation-by-distance model. We assumed 500
demes on a triangular grid, and fit the model using an MCMC chain

We calculated genetic diversity as the observed frequency of het-

with 3 million sampling iterations, 1 million burnin iterations, and a

erozygotes (HO) within populations, then calculated pairwise genetic

thinning interval of 10,000. If the study system can be described

distance (FST ) between populations in R (v. 3.5.2) using package ade-

by a simple isolation-by-distance model, this would suggest primary

genet (Jombart, 2008). To visualize and infer patterns of population

divergence with limited dispersal within a single taxon, whereas ev-

structure, we conducted a PCA on the centered, unscaled matrix

idence of restricted gene flow between these two entities would

of genotype point estimates. We ran

suggest secondary contact and admixture between the north and

structure

v. 2.3.4 (Pritchard

et al., 2000) 10 times from K = 1 to K = 11 with the burnin length

south.

of 100,000 generations followed by 200,000 Monte Carlo Markov

Next, we asked whether linkage disequilibrium (LD) was ele-

chain (MCMC) iterations, using the admixture model with cor-

vated in the contact zone, as predicted by theory (Barton, 1982).

related allele frequencies. The optimal K value was estimated by

We calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient between

6
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genotypes (as a metric of LD) using a set of ancestry informa-

burnin followed by 3,000 sampling steps. Following this, the main

tive SNPs, that is, SNPs with an allele frequency difference of

chains were run. We ran a 5,000-step burnin followed by 25,000

at least 0.3 between the north and south reference populations.

sampling steps, which were thinned by only retaining every fifth

We polarized genotypes such that positive Pearson correlations

sample. Posterior estimates were obtained based on the combined

(i.e., positive LD) coincides with an association between alleles

output from the five MCMC chains.

more common in the north and south reference populations
(i.e., coupling alleles), and negative LD coincides with positive
associations between the north and south alleles (i.e., repulsion
alleles). Ongoing hybridization should result in higher positive

2.7 | Genome-wide association mapping of
colour variation

estimates of LD for both linked and unlinked markers due to admixture LD. Correlations were calculated separately for popula-

We conducted genome-wide association mapping to identify asso-

tions with a sample size of at least 10 individuals, and again after

ciations between genetic variants (SNPs) and leg colour (percent of

combining into the three regions (north, contact zone, south) in R

pixels in each of eight RGB bins). This top-down approach of identi-

(v. 3.5.2).

fying candidate loci is a first step to establishing a phenotype-genotype-selection link by describing the genetic architecture of a trait

2.6 | Genomic cline analysis

of interest. Due to low sample sizes, we analysed all individuals for
which we had genetic and phenotypic data, from both parental and
contact-zone populations. Of the 148 individuals genotyped for this

We fit a Bayesian genomic cline model to quantify genome-wide

study, we had photographs of 113 individuals for phenotypic analy-

variation in introgression across the contact zone. This method esti-

sis (Table 1). To deal with small sample sizes of phenotypic data from

mates clines in ancestry for individual genetic loci (e.g., SNPs) along

the blue-legged northern individuals, we measured leg colour in 10

a genome-average admixture gradient (Gompert & Buerkle, 2011;

additional nongenotyped individuals (Table 1). We then averaged the

Gompert et al., 2017). As such, it can be applied in cases where hy-

percent of pixels in each of the eight bins across these 10 individuals

brid zones are confined to a single geographic locality, or do not have

and assigned the mean values to 10 genotyped individuals from the

a well defined geographic admixture gradient. Deviations between

same site, resulting in 123 phenotyped individuals for association

genome-average introgression and introgression for each locus are

mapping. A major challenge of analysing distantly related populations

measured with two cline parameters, α and β. Cline parameter α de-

is the risk of spurious genotype-phenotype associations due to pop-

notes an increase (for positive values of α) or decrease (for negative

ulation structure (Freedman et al., 2004; Lander & Schork, 1994). To

values of α) in the probability of ancestry from reference (parental)

reduce the risk of false positives, we conducted association mapping

lineage 1 relative to null expectations from an individual's hybrid

with raw phenotype values, and with residual values after regress-

index. Genomic cline parameter β describes an increase (positive

ing phenotype on the first principal component of the genotype

values) or decrease (negative values) in the rate of transition from

matrix to account for the confounding effects of population struc-

parental lineage 0 ancestry to parental lineage 1 ancestry along the

ture (Price et al., 2010). Here, PC1 corresponds with the genome-

genome-wide admixture gradient. When placed in a geographic con-

average admixture gradient. We implemented Bayesian sparse linear

text, α is equivalent to twice the shift in cline center, and β measures

mixed models (BSLMMs) in GEMMA (Zhou & Stephens, 2012), which

the decrease (or increase when β < 0) in cline width relative to the

combines linear-mixed models with sparse regression models allow-

average (Gompert et al., 2017; Szymura & Barton, 1986). Cline pa-

ing for various genetic architectures (e.g., many small effect genes

rameters can be affected by genetic drift and selection in hybrids

versus. few large effect genes). This model also controls for more

(Gompert et al., 2012, 2017).

subtle population structure by including a relatedness matrix as a

Genomic clines were estimated for the contact-zone popula-

covariate (Zhou & Stephens, 2012). We performed a Markov-chain

tions (sites 5–8, N = 90) with sites 1–4 (north) and 9–11 (south)

Monte Carlo (MCMC) chain consisting of five million steps, with the

used as reference parental populations 1 and 2. Clines were fit

first million discarded as burnin. Parameter values were recorded

using BGC (version 1.04b) (Gompert & Buerkle, 2012). We fit the

every 40 steps. We ran nine independent MCMC chains for each

model for a set of ancestry-informative SNPs, specifically, SNPs

colour bin. The output includes estimates aspects of the genetic

with an allele frequency difference of at least 0.2 between the

architecture for each (colour) trait, specifically of the proportion

north and south reference populations. We identified 8002 SNPs

of phenotypic variation that can be explained by the combined ef-

that met this criterion. The model accounts for uncertainty in

fects of SNPs with near infinitesimal and measurable (i.e., detect-

genotypes, and to take advantage of this, we used the genotype

able) phenotypic effects (proportion of total variance explained;

likelihoods output from BCFTOOLS. We ran five MCMC chains

PVE), the proportion of the explained phenotypic variation resulting

to estimate the cline parameters. Hybrid indexes were estimated

from measurable-effect SNPs alone (PGE), and the number of ge-

during a prerun stage that fixed cline parameters at 0. This allows

netic variants with measurable effects on the phenotype of interest

for direct (via the Gibbs algorithm) samplings of hybrid indexes

(n-gamma). Additionally, estimates of individual SNP effects are ob-

from the conditional posteriors. This was done with a 1,000 step

tained, along with the posterior inclusion probability for each SNP,

|
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that is the posterior probability that the SNP is associated with the
trait of interest.

TA B L E 2
data

Classification matrix of individuals based on colour

Percent in colour
bins

Actual

Predicted

North (%)

North

71.4

3.0

0.0

42

Contact Zone

28.6

91.0

12.9

100

0.0

6.0

87.1

31

2.8 | Clines for colour-associated SNPs
We next asked whether the number of colour-associated SNPs differed between the sets of loci with excess northern (α > 0) versus
excess southern (α < 0) ancestry in the contact zone. We would
predict such a pattern if selection on colour was (at least in part)
responsible for patterns of introgression in the contact zone. We
focused on the set of SNPs with patterns of introgression that
deviated from the genome-wide average based on genomic cline

South

7

Contact
zone (%)

South (%)

n

Notes: Diagonal values (in bold) indicate percentage correctly classified.
Assignment based on colour data was inferred from linear discriminant
analysis of percent pixels in each of eight colour bins.

parameter α (that is, where the 95% equal-tail probability intervals
for α excluded 0) as there was no compelling evidence of nonzero

based on percent of pixels in each of the bins correctly assigned

values for cline parameter β. We summarized this signal of asso-

the majority of individuals to natal regions (Table 2). When the

ciation by summing posterior inclusion probabilities across SNPs

algorithm misclassified individuals from the northern region, it as-

with α > 0 or α < 0; this represents an estimate of the number of

signed them to the contact zone, while misclassified individuals

colour QTL included in the set of exceptional introgression SNPs

from the contact zone were assigned to both the north and south.

(Gompert et al., 2019; Guan & Stephens, 2011; Lucas et al., 2018).

All individuals from the south were accurately assigned.

We then calculated the difference in the number of QTL for α > 0
minus α < 0 SNPs. This observed value is the nominal excess in
the number of QTL for northern alleles (or negative for southern

3.2 | Genetic variation

alleles). Null expectations were obtained by randomly and repeatedly (1,000 times) sampling an equal number of SNPs and from

The number of raw reads per individual are detailed in Table S1. Our

those calculating the summed posterior inclusion probability for

final genetic data set included 58,697 SNPs with an average of 15.4x

northern versus southern introgression loci. We only considered

depth of coverage per individual per SNP (±17.3 SD). Genome-wide

SNPs with an allele frequency difference of at least 0.2 between

measures of genetic diversity for all nucleotides indicate lower levels

the north and south reference populations (i.e., ancestry informa-

of observed heterozygosity in the north and south (averaged across

tive SNPs). We ran these randomization tests in r (v. 3.4.2).

populations: HO (north) = 0.11, HO (south) = 0.123, SE = 0.001), compared to elevated levels of observed heterozygosity in contact-zone

3 | R E S U LT S
3.1 | Phenotypic variation

populations (HO = 0.135, SE < 0.001). Measures of pairwise genetic
distance (FST ) between the 11 sites ranged from 0.0–0.237 (Table 3).
FST estimates are greatest between sites at opposite ends of the
cline and lowest between contact-zone sites (FST not significantly
greater than zero between all pairwise comparisons of contact-zone

Phenotypic analyses revealed differentiation in leg colour among

sites). The PCA (Figure 3a) shows genetic clustering that mirrors the

geographic regions (Figure 2). PCA of leg colour based on the

geographic distribution of populations (Figure 1). Specifically, indi-

percent of pixels in eight colour bins showed that the first two

viduals from the north cluster along PC1, and separation between

principal components accounted for 91.1% of the total variance

the south and contact zone occurs along PC2.

(Figure 2c). Principal component (PC) 1 has a high negative loading

Bayesian structure analysis identified two genetic clusters ac-

for percent of pixels in the first bin (−0.8547), while PC2 has a high

cording to ΔK (K = 2; Figure S1), supporting the presence of two

positive loading for percent of pixels in the second bin (0.7174).

main lineages. Red-eyed treefrogs from the contact zone have

Contact zone populations were separated from southern popu-

unique genotypes that include admixture from the north and south

lations along PC1, and separation between northern and south-

lineages, but with a greater contribution from the south (Figure 3b).

ern populations is seen along PC2. Analyses of colour similarity

Populations in the north and south are assigned to a single genetic

revealed that sites from the south group together but have the

deme each, with admixture from the contact zone. Populations in

highest distance score of any between-site comparison within a

the north and south show a clinal change in deme membership.

region and are the most different compared to the other two re-

Because we used the full SNP data set to estimate admixture and

gions (Figure 2). The two northern sites with blue legs also group

ancestry, patterns of population structure within parental lineages

together and are closer in colour to the contact-zone sites, which

are reflected in our results (Figure 3). We found evidence of re-

also cluster together but with varying levels of colour similarity

stricted gene flow between the north and south and show that bar-

between sites. The discriminant function analysis of leg colour

riers to gene flow between these two entities differ from a simple
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Pairwise FST estimates (below diagonal) and pairwise geographic distance (km) (above diagonal) for 11 sampling sites
North
Site

North

Contact zone

South

1

1

Contact zone

South

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

105

156

163

206

223

231

247

251

271.0

322

67.3

107

124

134

150

153.0

173

229

24.9

55.0

72.4

82.7

97.3

101

120

177

43.8

59.9

68.4

84.6

88.6

108

162

17.4

27.9

42.4

45.9

65.8

122

11.1

25.1

28.8

48.7

105

16.6

21.1

40.3

94.5

4.8

23.8

80.3

19.9

77.7

2

0.067

3

0.094

0.018

53.0

4

0.118

0.045

0.013

5

0.169

0.101

0.064

0.026

6

0.144

0.080

0.044

0.015

0.001

7

0.166

0.098

0.061

0.025

0.000

0.000

8

0.145

0.079

0.043

0.015

0.001

0.000

0.002

9

0.194

0.125

0.086

0.042

0.005

0.007

0.004

0.008

10

0.214

0.140

0.098

0.053

0.010

0.015

0.012

0.015

0.010

11

0.237

0.166

0.128

0.079

0.030

0.035

0.032

0.036

0.029

59.3
0.024

Note: Bolded FST estimates are not significantly different from zero.

F I G U R E 3 (a) Summary of population genetic structure based
on principal component axis one (PC1) and axis two (PC2). These
axes explain 6.2% (PC1) and 1.8% (PC2) of the variation in genotype
estimates for 58,697 variable nucleotides. Points denote individuals
and are coloured based on site locality. Individuals from the north
load on PC1, and separation of the south and contact zone occurs
along PC2. (b) Barplot of admixture proportions for K = 2. Each bar
corresponds to an individual, and each coloured segment depicts
the proportion of an individual's genome inherited from one of
the two inferred source populations. White vertical lines separate
sampling sites

F I G U R E 4 Scatterplot of admixture proportion (q) and the
fraction of loci at which individuals have ancestry from both
parental regions (Q12). Points denote individuals and are coloured
based on site locality. Individuals from the north are assigned to
ancestor 0 and the south is assigned to ancestor 1; individuals that
fall along the x-axis (intermediate admixture proportions, with no
interpopulation ancestry) are interpreted as geographic isolation
by distance. The majority of individuals in the contact zone are Fn
hybrids, with only two backcrossed hybrids

zone is reduced relative to geography (Figure S3). This provides support for secondary contact and admixture between the north and

isolation-by-distance pattern (Figures S2 and S3). Genetic distances

south, rather than primary divergence with limited dispersal within

between the two lineages are higher than expected from geographic

a single taxon.

distances alone, and reflect a pattern of isolation-by-distance within

Furthermore, we found evidence of elevated linkage disequilib-

each lineage (Figure S2), Similarly, estimates of effective migration

rium in two of the four contact-zone populations compared to paren-

rates show that gene flow from the north and south into the contact

tal populations (Figure S4). For all populations we analysed (sample

|
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size of at least 10), positive genotypic correlations indicate a positive

to be Fn hybrids. These individuals were from site 4 (Figure 1), which

association between pairs of alleles that were more common in each

is adjacent to the first contact-zone site (site 5). The remaining indi-

of the parental populations (i.e., coupling LD). With the exception of

viduals from the north and south regions span a range of admixture

site 8 (r = 0.05, SE = 0.05), contact-zone populations exhibit more

proportions with minimal interpopulation ancestry. The absence of

positive correlations, with the highest level of LD found in site 7

interpopulation ancestry in these populations suggests that their

(r = 0.41, SE = 0.07). Genetic correlations measured after grouping

non-zero admixture proportions reflect population structure within

all populations show a similar distribution of LD (Figure S4), with

these lineages (i.e., a pattern of isolation by distance within taxa).

slightly elevated estimates as expected when combining populations.

3.3 | Hybrid ancestry

3.4 | Differential introgression
Patterns of introgression varied across the genome (Figure 5). Of

The combination of admixture proportion (q) and interpopulation

the 8,002 ancestry-informative SNPs, we had credible evidence of

ancestry (Q12) (Figure 4) summarizes the genomic composition of

excess northern ancestry at 1518 SNPs (i.e., lower bound of the

hybrids at the contact zone. We found two hybrid frogs backcrossed

95% CI for α > 0). In other words, for 1,518 SNPs we detected in-

with parentals in the south, which were identified as individuals

creased introgression of northern ancestry (alleles) into the contact

with maximal Q12 for a given q (Gompert et al., 2014). The remaining

zone relative to genome-average admixture. Similarly, we found

individuals from the contact zone represent later-generation Fn hy-

credible evidence of excess southern ancestry at 978 SNPs (i.e.,

brids (i.e., hybrids that are not offspring of a backcross with parental

increased introgression of southern alleles into the contact zone;

populations). These hybrids span a large range of admixture propor-

upper bound of the 95% CI for α < 0) (Figure 5c). Moreover, many

tions, more similar to that of southern populations, probably result-

estimates of α were large (mean |α| = 1.42), suggesting meaningful

ing from historical backcrossing with parentals from the south. Some

differences in introgression among loci. For example, based on the

of these individuals have very low interpopulation ancestry despite

point estimates of α, for an individual with a hybrid index of 0.5,

their intermediate admixture proportions, which suggests they lack

the probability of northern ancestry is ≈1 at 3,038 SNPs and ≈0 at

recent nonadmixed ancestors (interspecific) ancestry decays to-

2,972 SNPs. Perhaps more relevant, for an individual with a hybrid

wards zero when hybrids mate with hybrids over multiple genera-

index of 0.04 (the mean in the hybrid zone, which corresponds with

tions; Gompert, 2016). Three individuals from the north also appear

mostly southern ancestry with 4% northern introgression), one

F I G U R E 5 (a) Histogram showing
distribution of hybrid indices in the
contact zone. (b) Plot of estimated
genomic clines for 8,002 ancestryinformative SNPs. Solid lines denote
estimated probability of northern
ancestry for a SNP. Blue lines denote
cases of excess northern ancestry (95%
CIs for α > 0) and red lines denote excess
southern ancestry (95% CIs for α < 0).
The dashed line gives the null expectation
based on genome-wide admixture, and
grey lines denote clines not credibly
different from the genome-average. (c)
Plot showing distribution of estimates
for cline parameter α across ancestryinformative SNPs. Points denote posterior
medians, and vertical lines indicate 95%
credible intervals. A dashed horizontal line
shows α = 0
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SNP has a 50% chance of northern ancestry (>10 times the ge-

are associated with the different colour-bin traits (Figures S7 and

nome-average expectation), 130 SNPs have at least a 25% chance

S8), suggesting independent effects of traits.

of northern ancestry (>5 times the genome-average expectation),

We detected an excess of colour QTL among northern or south-

and 3,650 SNPs are completely devoid of northern ancestry (i.e.,

ern excess directional introgression SNPs (i.e., those with 95%

fixed for southern alleles). In contrast to our results based on cline

credible intervals for cline parameter α that excluded 0) for several

parameter α, we failed to detect credible evidence of restricted

colour traits (Figure 7). Similar results were obtained for raw and

introgression at individual SNPs relative to genome-wide average

residual colour bin scores, so we present the numbers for the raw

admixture (95% CIs for β spanned 0 for all SNPs). These genomic

scores below. In particular, colour bin 1 QTL were found more among

analyses were generally consistent with geographic clines in allele

northern introgression SNPs than southern introgression SNPs (obs.

frequencies (Figure S5).

difference = 0.94, percentile of null = 99.6%). In contrast, colour bin
5, 6 and 7 QTL were found more among southern introgression SNPs

3.5 | Genetics of colour and introgression of
colour loci

than northern introgression SNPs (bin 5, obs. difference = −0.46,
percentile of null < 0.1%; bin 6, obs. difference = −0.06, percentile of
null = 0.5%; bin 7, obs. difference = −1.02, percentile of null < 0.1%).
QTL for colour bins 2, 3, 4 and 8 were more evenly distributed. The

The SNP genetic data explained a substantial percentage of the vari-

directions of these effects are consistent with the overall colour dis-

ation in the eight colour bin traits (Figure S6). For example, point

tribution in the contact zone relative to the northern and southern

estimates of PVE (posterior median) on the raw colour bin scores

populations (compare Figure 7 and Figure 2a).

ranged from 68% to 99%, and in most cases the credible intervals
were narrow (lower bounds of the 95% CI > 75% for all but colour bin
1). Somewhat less variation was explained for the residual colour bin

4 | D I S CU S S I O N

scores (point estimates ranged from 61% to 98% and lower bounds
of the 95% CIs ranged from 30% to 95%). Much of the variation ex-

We provide evidence of hybridization between intraspecific lineages

plained by genetics was attributable to loci with measurable effects

of the polytypic red-eyed treefrog. In our examination of genomic

(PGE was large, Figure S6). Moreover, estimates of the number of

and phenotypic variation across a newly discovered contact zone,

QTL (n-gamma) were relatively precise with point estimates suggest-

we found that hybrids exhibit unique phenotypes and genotypes

ing an oligogenic architecture of most colour-bin traits, except bin 1

that arose through admixture of parental populations from the north

(e.g., 5–13 QTL for the residual scores except for bin 1, with a point

and south. We detected elevated linkage disequilibrium in the con-

estimate of 49 QTL; Figure 6). Furthermore, while some pairs of

tact zone, and evidence of directional genomic introgression from

traits appear to be correlated, we found that mostly different SNPs

both parental populations, consistent with ongoing hybridization

F I G U R E 6 Genome-wide association mapping of leg colour. Posterior inclusion probabilities (PIPs) shown for all SNPs for each
of eight colour bins from mapping raw phenotype values (a), and residual values (b) after regressing phenotype on the first principal
component of the genotype matrix to account for the confounding effects of population structure. The number of QTL for colour bin
traits is denoted below the x-axis. Medians and 95% credible intervals (in parentheses) of the posterior distribution for the number of QTL
(n-gamma) are given for each colour bin. Points are coloured by the average colour of the pixels in each bin

|
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index), exceptional, directional introgression for colour loci is unlikely to be explained by drift or demography and is more likely attributable to selection. Interestingly, QTL associated with colour bin
1 (dark blue) were found more among northern introgression SNPs
than southern introgression SNPs, while QTL associated with colour
bins 5–7 (light blue and purple) showed the opposite pattern. This
suggests that introgression of loci associated with different aspects
of leg colour is creating a novel phenotype combination from parental forms, which is also reflected in our colour similarity analysis and
matches our visual observations.
Colour patterns, which vary among populations, are demonstrated to serve as a social signal for red-eyed treefrogs (Kaiser
et al., 2018; Robertson & Greene, 2017). Indeed, divergent populations of the red-eyed treefrog mate assortatively, with female
preference for the local phenotype (Akopyan et al., 2018; Jacobs
et al., 2016). The populations examined in this study contain multiple
phenotypes, allowing us to examine the consequences of contact
between these divergent forms. We find that hybrids in the contact
zone are mostly restricted to abundant later-generation Fn individuals, with the majority exhibiting leg colours distinct from either
parental form. Future studies should investigate whether hybrids
preferentially mate with hybrid forms. If so, they could persist as
a lineage and may eventually constitute a novel hybrid species via
F I G U R E 7 Difference in the number of QTL between SNPs with
excess ancestry based on the analysis of the raw phenotype values
(a) and of the residuals controlling for genetic PC1 (b). Positive
values indicate an excess in the number of QTL for northern alleles,
and negative values indicate an excess in the number of QTL for
southern alleles. QTL associated with colour bin 1 were found more
among northern introgression SNPs than southern introgression
SNPs, whereas colour bin 5, 6 and 7 QTL were found more among
southern introgression SNPs than northern introgression SNPs.
QTL for colour bins 2, 3, 4 and 8 were more evenly distributed

premating isolation.
The consequences of hybridization on acoustic communication in
red-eyed treefrogs remain to be tested. Previous studies show population variation in male advertisement calls (Akopyan et al., 2018),
and that female preference for local mates is enhanced when visual
and acoustic signaling are combined (Kaiser et al., 2018). Unlike colour pattern, however, acoustic communication is thought to play
a limited role in generating phenotypic diversity in frogs (Chen &
Wiens, 2020; Vargas-Salinas & Amézquita, 2013). Instead, acoustic communication can maintain distinct lineages by reinforcing
premating isolation when selection against hybrids is strong (Hoskin

between parental forms. Directional introgression of loci associated

et al., 2005). Given the abundance of late-generation hybrids and our

with different aspects of leg colour are inherited from each parental

failure to detect restricted introgression of loci across the contact

lineage, creating a distinct hybrid colour pattern. Our findings are

zone relative to genome-wide average admixture, we suspect that

compatible with a hybrid origin for the new morph and emphasize an

selection against hybrids plays a limited role in reproductively isolat-

important role for hybridization in generating the substantial pheno-

ing these populations.

typic variation observed in red-eyed treefrogs.

Sexual and natural selection can interact to accelerate diver-

We found that leg colour was oligogenic, with much of the vari-

gence of hybrid forms. The synergistic interplay between natural

ation in colour bin traits explained by loci with measurable effects.

and sexual selection in hybrid zones has driven rapid speciation of

Our genetic data explained a substantial percentage of variation in all

some of the most phenotypically diverse taxa (e.g., heliconian but-

but one of colour bin traits analysed. This finding is consistent with

terflies and dendrobatid frogs; reviewed in Rojas et al., 2018). In

other studies that have found colour pattern differences produced

these examples, coloration serves a dual purpose in predator deter-

by few genes with little environmental effect (Kapan et al., 2006;

rence and mate attraction. While the role of aposematic coloration

Nijhout, 2003; Steiner et al., 2007). Nonetheless, we cannot rule out

in nocturnal species is not well understood, some evidence supports

some confounding effect of population structure on our results, de-

the possibility of aposematism as a defence mechanism in red-eyed

spite our efforts to control for this.

treefrogs (Sazima, 1974). Red-eyed treefrogs secrete host-defense

Moreover, the excess introgression for loci associated with

polypeptides on their skin, and skin-peptide profiles vary among

variation in leg colour suggests selection, at least in part, mediates

populations, in some cases covarying with leg-colour patterns (Davis

patterns of introgression in the contact zone. Because demographic

et al., 2016). The production or sequestering of toxic skin secretions

processes are captured by genome-average introgression (hybrid

is often associated with bright warning coloration in diurnal frogs
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(Daly et al., 1987). If leg colour, in addition to acting as a social sig-
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